Join us for KCTL’s Annual Winter Workshop on...

Removing the Barriers, Centering Success:
From Academic Marginalization to Academic Advancement through a Culturally Relevant Approach

Facilitated by Yolanda Sealey-Ruiz (Teacher’s College, Columbia University), this workshop invites faculty to reflect individually and collectively on our role (and our institution’s role) in ensuring success for all of our students, particularly our most vulnerable ones.

Through the use of writing, inquiry, video, and discussion, participants will explore some of the academic barriers for their students and the benefits of applying a Culturally Relevant framework to classroom instruction.

If you are interested in attending, please click here.

**WHEN? JAN. 26 (1PM-4PM)  WHERE? V-219**
LUNCH WILL BE SERVED STARTING AT 12:30PM!

For more information, please contact Marie Borra at KCTL@kbcc.cuny.edu or 718.368.6846.